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ABSTRACT 

This final year research evaluates the relationships between Indones ia and 
Australi a, part icularl y to examine the issue of non tradit ional security issues which is 
considered become increas ing significant in understand ing the comprehensive character 
of the bilateral relations between the two countries recentl y. In order to explai n more 
comprehensive nature of current type o f relat ionship in non trad itional securities, thi s 
research examines the issue of refuges and asylum seeker between the two countries. This 
particul arl y ai ms 10 assess an etTort of collaborati ve action conducted between Indonesia 
and Australia in handling the in nux of refuges and asylum seekers who mc curren tly 
mostly coming from some prolonged conniCI area in Middle East, Africa and Asia. The 
two countries has managed the re fugees and asylum seekers in various level, di rectl y and 
indirectl y. There is significance for Indonesia and Australia to cooperate in handling 
refugees and asylum seeker who are intensively coming to both neighboring countries. 
Currentl y, due to prolonged con niCIS in various parts of the world part icularly from 
Middle East , asylum seeker arc overflowing into the terri tory o f Indonesia and Australia 
which are bordered by each other. The arriva l of refugees or asylum seekers in Indonesia 
ai m to go Australi a as the destination country or to stay in Indonesia contemporary as a 
transi t country have made disputes for both countries such as: who has most responsible 
and how to treat them correspond to the national interest and security. Austral ia finnly 
refuses to accommodate those who come in signi ficant numbers in thei r terri tory. 
Whereas most of the asyl um seekers aim to go to Austral ia as their destination. In fact, 
most o f the asyl um seekers and refugees are li ving in temporary shelters in Indonesia as 
a transit country, while Indonesia is not the main desti nation for them. In addition, 
Indonesia also did not fec i obliged to signifi cantly look after the asylum seeker or 
refugees because Indonesia did not sign the Vienna Convention on state obligations to 
assist and provide a place fo r the asylum seekers. In thi s context , thi s stud y demonstrates 
both the ex tent and the li mits o f Indonesia and Australia in border control cooperation. It 
al so examines bilateral policies to respond the issue of asylum seeker and refugees. This 
analyses related issue through severa l quest ions namel y: I) What arc the differenecs on 
poli cies and action that the two countries arc responding to the iss lics of asylum seekers 
and refugees? 3) How do Australia and Indonesia create bilateral outcomes with respect 
to its national security?; 2) What and how do co ll aboration between Indonesia and 
Australia accommodate the so lution of asylum seeker and refugees problems? In order to 
explain the issue, thi s research examines Indonesian and Australian po li cies in handling 
the arriva l of asyl um seeker in the territorial waters of Indonesia or Australi a; 2) This 
study also collect necessary data from some important transit area of asylum seeker and 
refugees in Makasar, South Sulawesi and Bangil, East Java Province, Indonesia. This 
research employs descriptive and quali tative methods. It combines tracing stlldy method 
fo r examining chronological events. It al so applies combinat ion of structural interview 
techniques and in dept interview.Through the various method, this study aims not only 10 
examine thoroughly the problems and issues of refugees between Indonesia and Australia, 
but it also to discover a model or modification concept fo r sustainable bilateral relations 
between Indones ia and Australi a. 

Key words: confl ict, collaborative, asylum seekers, refugees, Indonesia-Australia 
Relationships 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Significance of Indonesia and Austra lia Bilateral Relationships 

Australi a is one o ftlle most close and signifi cant neighbor fo r Indonesia. Among 

vari ous bilatera l relationships of Indonesia with sOllle countri es, it can not be denied 

that relationships with Australia is one of the most important relationships for Indonesia. 

As well as, for Australia, Indonesia is one orthe most strategic and signifi cant neighbor. 

Both countries have national interest to mainta in seCUfe and stable relationship to 

ma intain states legitimacy. authorities and national interest in intcmalional arena. They 

also need each other to support its national economic and political stability. 

Traditionally, the issue of high politics such as security, military, and 

sovereignty has dominated the trajectory relationships between Indonesia and Austral ia. 

Although these issue still arguably dominate the tension between the two countries, 

however, recent ly a non traditional securities such as terrorism, asylum seekers, and 

food which in the previously have been treated as more national domain, become 

increasingly influence the tension between them. This trend corresponds with current 

important questions of security in the world that were not geopolitical nor related to 

issues of balance of military powers. Instead, the moments o r insecurity as United 

Nat ions Development Program (UNDP) Report in 1994 arises from disease, hunger, 

unemployment, social conflicts, crime, political repression, etc. This report locates the 

security and insecurity within personal, and smaller group level. Security no longer 

concerns mainly matters pertaining to the state, but other rererent object, such as 

ind ividuals. 

: '.. ' . 

Both coun tries have strong Interdependence in various sectors. The 

interdependence become stronger with increasing of non traditional issue between them. 

For Indonesia , Australi a is not only one of the close neighbor country which share the 

sea border, this country has also important 10 support Indonesian national unity and 

securit y. Among others countries that involved to liberate East Timor, Austra li an is 

prime acto r in the independence of East Timor from Indonesia. Currently, in this 

count ry, there is a lot of support fo r Independence o f Wesl Papua from Indonesia wh ich 
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make Indonesia always cunous to Australian policy in regard to the separatist 

movement of this province. However, Indonesia also needs to cooperate with Australia 

which has advance technology and information to tackle the global terrorism. Although 

Indonesia is considered agricultural countries, but Indonesia still heavily depend on 

Australia for agricultural communities such as wheat, and meat products. Indonesia also 

still needs Australia assistance in supporting development of national education 

particularly in graduate and postgraduate education. 

In addition, Australia needs Indonesia to assists its national security, to 

contribute its national economics, and to assists regional interest. For instance, since the 

case of Bomb Bali where eighty eight Australian people died, this country has relied on 

Indonesia's assistance to tackle the problem of terrorism. This country has also 

depended on Indonesia to stop the flux of illegal immigrant coming from trouble areas 

such as Afghanistan, Iran, Middle east or North Africa who have passed Indonesian 

ocean. Indonesia is one of the significant destination for agricultural products, including 

meat products. Since meat products such as beef, lamb are the main contribution for 

Australian economics, therefore Indonesia consumers is significant for Australian 

farmers. In general, the interdependence of the two countries are significant for both. 

In fact, the two countries has some concern for the actions and policies that has 

been implemented by others. In the past, for example Indonesia rejected intervention of 

Australia in East Timor to support his country Independence from Indonesia. Currently. 

the traditional issue of separatism and security in West Papua and border dispute 

between the two countries still influence the dynamic relationships between the two 

countries. The case of Australian spying to Indonesia under former President Susilo 

Yudhoyono has made the relationship between the two countries in very low degree 

with withdrawal of Indonesian Ambassador from his post in Canberra. 

Recent dispute between the two countries has significantly developed in to non 

traditional issues such as different policies in regard illegal immigrant, human rights 

issues, terrorism and food products. These dispute has argued to create a new trajectory 

for the relationships between the two countries. What character does the 

interdependence in non traditional issue in influencing the relationship? Why does 

interdependence among Indonesia Australia not creating more friendly relationships? 

The proponent of interdependence argue that interdependence among the states will 
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reduce possibility to conflict, or damaging the relationship between the countries 

because the interdependence among the people wil1 hamper possibilities for government 

to take drastic action such as withdrawal ambassador, or cutting bilateral relationship. 

These fact, therefore, challenge the common idea for interdependence. 

One of the significant case to understand the nature of non traditional security 

between Indonesia and Australia is related to refugees and asylum seeker which is 

explained bellow. 

Indonesia and Australia in Refuges and Asylum seekers 

Today conflict has increased the in flux of the refugees and asylum seeker 

around the world. According to UNHCR, in 2017 around 68.5 millions individual were 

forcibly displaced world wide as a result of persecution, conflict or generalized 

violence. Around 28.5 million are refugees and asylum seeker and 40.0 million 

internally displaced people. Women and (children) refugees constitutes more than 60 % 

of the overall refugees. With the contlict is still occurring at this moment, this is 

bringing tendency to increase the refugees number when the local condition getting 

worst in the future. 

Prolong conflict in Burma followed with forced migration to ethnic Rohingya 

has also intensified the refugees coming to Indonesia as a transit country or to Australia 

as the destination country. Both neighbor countries which has different in the nature of 

politics, social, economics have recently received similar impact by the in flux of the 

asylum seekers from the result of the civil wars happens in other parts of world. 

Indonesia and Australia can not deny strong interconnected in handling refugees 

and asylum seekers. Geographically they particularly closed and share maritime border. 

Most the case of non traditional securities issues has involved countries which are close 

and share border maritime. The area in maritime border are become blur and object for 

national sovereignty challenge. The question for how countries can respond 

appropriately and well to handling the case of illegal person, or refuges in the maritime 

border territory become very important. Countries every where have different policies. 

And yet they have to react the similar case of refugees and asylum seekers who want to 

stay contemporary or permanently in their territory. In fact, countries has prioritise their 
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national interest rather than creating common policies that are accepted by both or 

supporting refugees rights.This issues can create conflict between the countries. 

As of December 2016, a total of 14,405 individuals were registered with 

UNHCR in Indonesia including 6,578 asylum seekers and 7,827 refugees. Of these 

3,821 are female and 10,584 are male. The total includes 3,768 children, 837 of whom 

are unaccompanied or separated children (The Asia Pacific Refugees Network, 2017). 

Women refugees in Indonesia constitutes about 30 %. Most of the refugees in Indonesia 

are coming from Afghanistan (55 %), Somalia (I 1 %) and Irak (6%). Interestingly, most 

of the refugees and asylum seekers who are passing Indonesia territory, or stay 

contemporary in Indonesia in general has favored to resettle in Australia (interview). 

Like international and national figure of women refugees, the number of women 

refugees (and children) in some cities of detention center are also major. For example, 

in Makasar alone, where this main research projected conducted, in 2016 there are 576 

women refugees and most of them, 305, are coming from Afghanistan. This number 

constitutes almost 45 % from the total number of refugees (KKUP3S, 2016). Women 

need to be recorded its existence although they have similar status as refugees or asylum 

seeker as male counterpart. 

It is extremely significant to identify the women refugees existence in the transit 

country like Indonesia in order to identify women aspiration and right. Bias gender still 

occurred widely and commonly towards women in Indonesia which is supported by in 

local custom while international and national regulation to women refugees are still 

weak and late to protect women refugees in transit country. Therefore become important 

to include questioning about how and to what extent protection to women refugees and 

asylum seeker can be done by Indonesian government with International partner, 

including country resettlement like Australia. 

In fact, Indonesian, from international legal perspective does not have obligation 

to care and protect the refugees and asylum seeker. Although not the member of 

signatories of Refugees convention, that means Indonesia does not have obligation to 

care and protect the refugees and asylum seeker has responded with some policies and 

action to protect them who are suffer from an experienced for forced migration and 

object for human rights violence. Indonesian government has responded by held 

detention centers and community accommodation service in several urban cities in 
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Indonesia i.e. Jakarta, Surabaya, Makassar, Medan, Menado, Balikpapan, Kupang, 

Semarang and Jayapura tof accomodate the refugees and asylum seekers. In addition, 

to react more significantly in managing and in coordinating refugees and asylum seeker, 

the Indonesian government has also issued Peraturan Presiden Republik Indonesia no 

125 tahun 2016 ten tang Penangann Pengungsi dari Luar Negeri. (Presidential Decree 

no 125 year 2016 ).This regulation has provided legality for enhancing cooperation 

across ministries in Indonesia. There are some Department have duty in handling the 

refugees and asylum seeker in Indonesia, including Foreign Ministry, Ministry of 

Social, Ministry of Law and Human Rights, Home Affairs, and Police. This regulation 

has also acknowledged that it is important for Indonesia to make coordination with 

foreign partners to deliver protection to refugees and asylum seekers including 

international non government organization and foreign countries particularly Australia. 

Research Questions 

As noted in the description above that Indonesia and Australia have faced the 

influx of refugees and asylum seekers that are coming to both countries. Beside they 

have conducted their national policies and action, they have also cooperated directly 

and directly to protect as well as to challenge the issue of refugees and asylum seeker. 

For this phenomenon, then it is necessary to examine further by following question: 

1). What are the policies that had been conducted by Indonesia and Australia on the 

issue of Refugees and Asylum seekers? 

2), What are the similarities and differences on policies and action that the two countries 

are responding to the issues of asylum seekers and refugees ? 

3) How do Australia and Indonesia create bilateral outcomes with respect to its national 

security?; 

4) What and how do collaboration between Indonesia and Australia accommodate the 

solution of asylum seeker and refugees problems? 
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5). What are the types of cooperation action and policies that had been conducted to 

protect women refugees and asylum seekers? 

6). To what extent the cooperation can protect refugees? 

7). What are the challenge for Australia and Indonesia to cooperate in confronting the 

problem of refugees and asylum seekers? 

8). From Indonesian point of view, How the current problems of refugees and asylum 

seekers can impact on Indonesian position as a transit country? 
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CHAPTER II 

CRITI CAL REVIEW 

Complex Definition of Refugees or Asylum seekers 

The assumption of who are refugees and who can be gran ted status o f refugees 

or asylum seeker is diverse as well as problematic. In general sense, refugees or asyl um 

seekers arc perceived as the most marginalized people in the society. The refugees have 

faced diffi culti es in just maintain basic needs for them selves. They arc the people who 

are" in desperate need ofheip, people who have little, irany, chance of receiving help 

from their own states " (LisleI' 20 13,645). The reFugees are described as " persons whose 

basic needs arc unprotected by their country of origin, Hnd who have no remaining 

recourse other than seek international restitution their needs" (Lister, 20 13). This is 

because their states are failure or reluctan t to guarantee them with basic needs for liv ing. 

In addition , the slate that should responsible to protect its citi zen, is instead behav ing as 

perpetrator to them. This condition is not convenien t for people living even though they 

want to stay. With this condition, there is no reason for them to live in their own country, 

they have to choose travell ing abroad to look safety place and to struggle for thei r live 

by asking helps to in ternational community. 

Some states in the world have their own authority and interpretation to decide 

the people who eligible to guarantee the status of refugees or asylum seekers who are 

coming and hoping to stay in their countries (see Wabrick, 1987). They have defined 

the status of refugees and asylum seeker depend on the considerat ion of national 

sensitivity, politics, economic, security or social condition of their nat ion. 

International community embraces the definition of refugees status from United 

Nation High Commiss ioner for Refugees (UNHCR) as follow: 

Owing to a well founded fear of being persecuted for reasons o f race, religion , 
nationa li ty, membership in a particular socia l group. or po li tica l opinion, is 
outside the country of his nationa li ty and is unable or, owing to such fear, is 
unwilli ng to avail himself of the protection of that country or who, not having a 
nationa li ty and being outside the country of his fanner habitual residence, is 
unable or owing to such fear, is unwilling to return. (UNHCR 1951). 
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This UNHCR definition has become a guidance to categorise the status of the 

people who cross their country to ask protection. However, some argues that UN 

definition has not covered to those who really needed help from international 

community. The core of definition to define the refugee is about the fear of persecution 

and weak protection of the state. Some refugees have less indication to have the core of 

the criteria. Furthermore they have fled asking help from community to minimize the 

hardship and violence they are facing. For example, in many cases groups of refugees 

may not fear of persecution and meeting certain minimum level of protection from the 

state, however they face low economic prospect and some way discriminate to them and 

meeting less than free political system (Lister 2013). Narrow definition will limit an 

effort to provide security to the people who desperate for protection. Therefore those 

who are actually entitle to be refugees or asylum seeker status would be excluded by 

strict interpretation of the definition. 

Fortunately, International community has supplemented the narrow definition 

of refugees status with the international norm of non refoulement. This principle has 

applied a duty for country to not return a refugee to a country where he or she will face 

danger. Based on the 1951 Refugees Convention is only state that are part of signatory 

of the Convention actually have obligation to care and to provide protection to refugees. 

In fact, the principle has insisted country that are not signatories to support universal 

human rights by not sending them without their willing. Consequently the states has 

hosted them and to care by for example providing facilities. 

The Dynamic of Transit Country 

The image and condition of transit country is unique and complex. The transit 

country represents combination of "push as well pull" factor according to Ravenstein 

(in Dorigo and Tobler, 1983). It has been acknowledged that the widespread conflict in 

part of the world has increased the number of refugees and asylum seeker in transit 

countries. For example Turky currently rank no 1 in the world for its status as transit 

country for refugees and asylum seeker. The burden of transit countries to care of the 

refugees and asylum seeker become to escalate when the resettlement countries, like 

Australia, USA and European Countries closed their border or decrease or deny their 

acceptance to refugees and asylum seeker. 
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Furthermore, according to Ley and Kobashi, (2005), "As a part of global 

migration, transit migration has become more complex than the 'assimilation narrative 

in which migration is seen as a one off, more or less permanent, displacement from an 

origin to a single destination and the process of adjustment to that destination. In the 

realm of regular migration, people usually put more concern to the origins and 

destination countries of the migrants. This is due to short stay, not permanent, and less 

problematic impact to transit country as a host oftravelers. People need to stop over or 

stay for a short waiting in the transit country on the way their journey to their destination 

country. This kind straight forward mobility has not usually happened to forced 

migration such as refugees and asylum seeker movement. 

For refugees and asylum seekers, transit country is interesting place to stay 

contemporary for its opportunity to be resettle in the third countries. Transit country 

become important in the trajectory of refugees and asylum seeker. The idea of transit 

country in the context of force migrants like refugees and asylum seekers ideally refers 

to the place where they have to stay contemporary or for a short time before they finally 

move to the permanent country. The journey of the refugees and asylum seekers flee 

from their conflict country usually passing through intermediate country before 

disembarking to the final destination country. 

In many cases, transit country attracts the refugees to visit or to stay not because 

this country can give protection from origin conflict countries. Instead they came to this 

countries in the hoping to be transferred to third countries. There is evidence that the 

Middle Eastern asylum seekers had no intention of staying in Indonesia for the long 

term. Rather they tried to use a rapidly developing people smuggling industry to reach 

Australia as soon as possible (Baker, 2013. Missbach and Sinanu, 20111, Munro, 2011). 

However, condition of unplanned and unanticipated nature of the journey as 

well as unexpected circumstance has created obstacles to most of forced migrants to be 

able to move directly to a country of resettlement (Hugo, Tan and Napitupulu, 169, 

2017). Consequently, the refugees and asylum seekers have often moved to a temporary 

place in which Knuz (1973 ) called as a 'midway to no where" condition to strengthen 

the precariousness, uncertainty and temporariness of their stay there. Many refugees or 

asylum seekers who are facing difficulties in the hope of reaching the destination 

countries have been forced to stay for a longer period. In many cases they feel 
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uncertainty or loss their hope for moving in third countries. A country of transit can be 

a place where irregular migrants can arrange their entry to their intended destination, 

but it is also one of the places where they are at risk of repatriation. Movement 

trajectories of refugees and asylum seekers in contemporary migration can extend over 

long periods of time and a number of intermediate locations before reaching a final 

destination (Hugo, Tan and Napitupulu, 167,2017) 

Although transit country become more significant in the forced migration due 

increasing conflict in the world, transit country actually still show ambiguity to treat the 

refugees and asylum seekers who flee from their conflict country and need the 

protection. This attitude can be illustrated to their policies for not being part of member 

states signatories of 1951 refugees convention, which means the countries does not have 

a formal obligation or commitment to protect and to care the refugees. Consequently, 

although transit country has provided sanctuary to the forced migrants, these countries 

usually have not strong national policies or regulations to manage them. 

Transit countries has some purpose to open their territory and to protect the 

refugees and asylum seeker. Most of transit countries are categorized as Third World 

countries with their condition of economic difficulties and poverties are still profound. 

Thus to accept the refugees would be argued as a burden for their countries. However, 

these countries understand that it is necessary to show to the world community that 

these countries also contribute to create International peace and security and to involve 

in global humanitarian aid. By providing contemporary protection and shelter to the 

refugees and asylum seeker, countries can claim to their stand for strengthening human 

rights value which is something positive for diplomacy and international standing. 

In order to bridge between inability to provide daily support for the refugees and 

necessity to protect the refugees and asylum seekers, transit countries usually manage 

them with funding from foreign countries and international organization. In many ways, 

International and local Non government organization like International Organization for 

Migration (10M) has dominant and crucial position to care the refugees. These 

international organization have authority to manage directly the daily life of the 

refugees and asylum seeker in the third countries. 

Transit country is not static, is diverse, complex and changing overtime. As 

Duvall (2014) for example argues that country like Ukrania is mostly a transit country 
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for migrants, but for some years during the 2000 when the economic booming the 

country, migrants from Africa and Asia began to stay and work or engage in business 

(Duval, 2014,214). However, when economic condition deteriorate again, as occurred 

during the economic crisis 2009, the country returns to its position as mostly as a transit 

country. This changing position of country is possible and it can be influenced by 

economic factors of the countries concerned. 

From comparing various characteristic of transit country presented by 

Molodikova (2009), Duvell (2009, 2014), they distinguish at least five types of 

countries affected by transit migration. First is countries that are predominantly 

receiving migrants and also some transit migration. A second category of countries 

seems to be simultaneously sending, receiving and transit countries. Other countries are 

categorized to be mostly transit countries and very few migrants do actually intend to 

stay. A fourth category of countries tend to be predominantly sending countries. A fifth 

category seems to be neither a destination nor exactly transit country, but rather a dead

end road for migrants heading toward other countries. 

In many ways, category of transit country where refugees or asylum seekers can 

not go to settlement countries occurred in transit country of most third world countries. 

These countries have function more less as "deterrence country" for settlement 

countries (Babacan and Briskman, 2008; Biskman and Dimasi, 201 0; Mainwaring; 

2012; Moran, Gill and Conlon, 2013). In general, the transit countries build detention 

centers and some community shelters for refugees and asylum seekers where the 

authorities can control and manage the stateless people in their region. As a matter of 

fact , the potential settlement countries often "use these third world detention regimes 

as punitive and disciplinary to reduce further irregular movement and migration" 

(Babacan and Briskman, 2008; Biskman and Dimasi, 2010; Mainwaring; 2012; Moran, 

Gill and Conlon, 2013).The transit countries usually receive financial, and expertise 

assistance from third countries through international organization which cooperate with 

the host countries in order to manage the detention center in their territory. 

The dynamics of transit country to welcome and to protect the refugees and 

asylum seekers has also influenced significantly by the policies of third countries. Any 

changing policies of asylum seeker would affect to transit countries in regard to care 

the refugees and asylum seekers. For example the changing policies in Australia 
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towards asylum seeker can influenced its neighbouring transit countries such as Papua 

New Guinea and Indonesia. 

Refugees and Asylum seekers is important and sensitive issues in Australia. The 

competitive parties usually has issued policies in migrant affairs to aim halting the 

incoming asylum seeker in order to convince the public. In general the Republic Parties 

has more strict policies to asylum seekers, rather than the labour parties. The 

resettlement countries like Australia has implemented strong deterrence policy towards 

asylum seekers arriving unauthorized in Australian territory. For example, the Australia 

government during Abbot government had intensified politics of border security and 

practices of border securitization and militarization (Grewcock 2014). 

Since August 2012 and the subsequent implementation of aSB under Abbot 

government since 2013 - 2015 applied strict policies towards asylum seekers and 

refugees who aims to settle in Australia travelling by boat called "boat people" in order 

to achieve Australian shore. This type policies conducts some action in order to hamper 

or to expel the asylum seeker through namely: 1) to turn boat back from transit country 

like Indonesia, 2) regional processing, and 3). building some asylum detention center 

in some transit country like Papua Guinea (Debm and Wallen, 2016, 596). The detention 

Center of Nauru which is located in Papua Guinea are illustrative to show the 

"deterrence" policy of Australian government towards refugees and asylum seekers. 

From the above discussion it is reasonable to argue that the label of particular 

country for being only transit country can be changed from time to time. Push and pull 

factor towards refugees and asylum seekers can change the reality of transit country. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH AIMS AND CONTRIB UTION 

Research Aims 

To compare and to evaluate the differences on po li cics and act ion that the Iwo 

countries arc responding to the issues o f asylum seekers and refugees? 

To examine the migration policies particularly related to reFugees and asylum 

seekers and how do Australia and Indonesia create bilatera l outcomes with 

respect to it s nat ional interest, and its security consideration ?; 

To anali se the type of collaboration (if ex ist) between the two countries and how 

do co ll aboration between Indonesia and Australia accommodate the solution o f 

asylum seeker and re fugees problems nationally and internationa lly? 

To examine the cooperation action and policies that had been conducted by 

Indonesia collaborating with Australia directly or indirect ly to protect women 

refugees and asylum seekers. 

To evaluate the dynamics of Indonesia as a transit country. 

Research Urgency and Contribution 

There are several urgency to examine the dynam ic of relationships between 

Indonesia and Australia in the issue of non tradit ional security through the case of 

refugees and asylum seekers. The reason to choose Australi a because this country is 

closest neighbor country and maritime border to Indonesia. In flu x refugees and asylum 

seekers pass through the water territory of the countri es. The two countries, Indones ia 

and Australia has currently been exposed together in similar way by the arrival of 

refugees and asylum seekers from eonflici areas in the world . Currently, due 10 

pro longed confl icts in various parts of the world particularly from Middle East, asylum 

seeker are overflowing into the territory of Indonesia and Australia which are bordered 

by eaeh o ther. There is increasing number of refugees and asylum seeker who are 

coming or intending to stay or to sett le in the two countries. In many occas ion, problem 

of refugees or asylum seekers who have travelled to the terri tory have created problem 

to their own national securit y as well as to their rel ationships. For example, the 

Austra li an govemment has tum a boat to Indones ian water to illegal boat which loaded 

with the refugees and asylum seeker that pass ing through the Australian water. The 
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arrival of refugees or asylum seekers in Indonesia aim to go Australia as the destination 

country or to stay in Indonesia contemporary as a transit country have made disputes 

for both countries such as: who has most responsible and how to treat them correspond 

to the national interest and security. It is necessary therefore to evaluate policies and 

action that was conducted both countries between the two countries. By anal ising these, 

Indonesia would be able to identify the Australian policies and action that will challenge 

Indonesian authority and eventually can create conflict between the two countries. 

In addition, to react more significantly in managing and in coordinating 

refugees and asylum seeker, the Indonesian government has issued Peraturan Presiden 

Republik Indonesia no 125 tahun 2016 tentang Penangann Pengungsi dari Luar Negeri. 

(Presidential Decree no 125 year 2016 ). This priority policies that Indonesian 

government currently would like to implement it in order to handle the problem of 

refugees and asylum seekers. There is urgency to examine the impact of this policy. For 

example: to what extend this policy able to provide better management and coordination 

on refugees and asylum seekers in Indonesia. Therefore, it is very urgent to conduct 

research in this field due to gain understanding of problems as well as the opportunity 

to develop it comprehensively. 

By examining the issue of refugees and asylum seeker between Australia and 

Indonesia, it will represent the most relevant of case study to the problem that Indonesia 

has to deal it. It is probably a lot of research being conducted to examine Indonesian 

relationship between Indonesia and Australia, but none research focusing in detailed the 

dynamic case of refugees and asylum seekers. By understanding complexity of refugees 

and asylum seekers, particularly between Indonesia and Australia, it will yield the most 

relevant model to suggest improvement in cooperation handling issue of refugees and 

asylum seekers in Indonesian. 

Theoretically, by examining the case study of refugees and asylum seekers of 

Indonesia and Australia, it will contribute variety or modification of concept about 

cooperation in managing refugees and asylum seekers. It will also contribute to the 

development of concept in enhancing the relationships between Indonesia and 

Australia. Lastly it will develop a new understanding and knowledge about non 

traditional securities ideas. 
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Preliminary Research Argument and Contribution 

The basic argument of this study is as a noted in the chapter outset, the current 

influx of refugee and asylum seeker form overseas recently has influenced significantly 

the relation between Indonesia and Australia. There were conflict as well as 

collaborative action conducted both directly and indirectly. The way Indonesian and 

Australia in handling their own national issue of refugees and asylum seeker shape 

significantly the policies that had been conducted by each other. This will eventually 

influence the character of bilateral relationship between Indonesia and Australia. Close 

relationships between the two countries would be occurred as a result of significant 

cooperation between the two countries in the refugees issues. Furthermore bilateral 

relations would significantly enhanced between the two through its interdependence in 

handle the refugees issues. Refugees issue is one of the significant issue which is 

become concern to both countries. In contrast, any differences and more nuance to 

prioritize national interest without understanding other state interest will damage the 

relationships between the two quickly. This is because refugees issue is common 

problems in the world today. Country alone can not solve the problem by them selves. 

Moreover, refugees issue today has changed the country status and image. A 

country would have a good reputation and can be part of a "good" state if they welcome 

and treat the refugees nicely, properly, and follow the human right rules. In order to be 

assume as a good state and a responsible to contribute solving world insecurity caused 

by the influx of refugees in the world, Indonesia need to show that this country is hosting 

the refugees. However, Indonesia current position has changed due to its open policy to 

receive refugees as well as its collaboration with Australia although Indonesia is not 

part of 1951 Refugees Convention. At this moment, particularly for the Indonesia 

position, the current policies and action conducted by Australia has transformed its 

mainstream position of Indonesian as a transit country for refugees and asylum seeker. 

Indonesia become the supporter of deterrence policy of Australia in refugees case. 
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CfIAI'TER IV 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Type of Research 

This research employs descriptive and qualit ative methods. It also combines 

tracing method for examining chronologica l event s. Through the various method, thi s 

study aims n OI on ly to exam ine thoroughly the problems and issues of refugees and 

asylum seeker between Indonesia and Australia, but it also to discover a model or 

modification concept fo r bilateral relations (trade) between Indonesia and Australia. 

Through observing the research subject, this study will describe and explain in detailed 

the confl ict and cooperat ion between the two countries. 

Research Subject and Social Setting 

This stud y project use bilateral policies and i sslIes particu larly in migration 

conducted between Indonesia and Australia as the mai n focus of the research. It 

primarily examine the dynamics of Indonesian and Australi an policies in handling the 

arri val of asylum seeker in the territorial walers of Indonesia or Austra li a (boat people) 

and people who arc already stay contemporary in detention centers in Indonesia. In 

order to get infonnation and data, some resources of the decision makers sllch as from 

Australian Consulate n Surabaya and Indonesian Consulate in Perth also be the subject 

for deep interview. To get more understanding in the ground comprehensively, thi s 

research will al so gather information from the authorities at the Detent ion centers also 

directly to asylum seekers and refugees at detention centers in Bungi! and Makassar. 

Data Collection 

This stud y collect two types of data, namely primary and secondary data. 

Primary data would be collected through in dep th interview individually (asylum 

seekers and refugees) or through Focus Discussion Group (FGD) to some stake holders 

and policy makers from detention centers. To co ll ect information through interview, 

thi s research appl ies Itllstruc/llred interview and using SI/OW ball effect . This research 

has collected secondary da ta from books, journals, newspaper, and officials releases to 

support the argument. 
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Data Analysis 

This research will analyze data through descriptive, qualitative and tracing 

methods. 1) The secondary data will be analyzed and presented in descriptive through 

examining the trends. 2) Primary data taken from depth interview and FGD will also be 

evaluated and presented in descriptive using analyzing trend. Tracing method will 

employ historical research through analyzing past events and phenomenon in order to 

discover general of patterns or model as well as continuity and discontinuity. 
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CHAPTER V 

RESEA RCH ACH I EVEMENT 

T he Refugees :m d Asylum Seekers Record 

Today confli ct has increased the fl ood of the refugees and asy lum seeker around 

the world. According to UNHCR, in 20 17 around 68.5 millions individual were forcibly 

displaced world wide as a result of persecution, contlict or generali zed violence. Around 

28.5 million are refugees and asylum seeker and 40.0 mi ll ion intemally di splaced 

people. Women and (children) refugees constitutes morc than 60 % of the overall 

refugees. With the conflict is still occurring at this moment, this is bringing tendency to 

increase the re fugees number when the loca l condition getting worst in the future. 

Pro long conflict in Bunna followed with forced migration to ethnic Rohingya 

has also intensified the refugees coming to Indonesia as a transit country or to Australia 

as the destination country. Both neighbor countries which has differcnt in the nature of 

politics, social, economics have recently received similar impact by the in flux of the 

asylum seekers from the result of the civil wars happens in other parts of world. 

As of December 20 16, a total of 14,405 ind ividuals were regi stered with 

UNHCR in Indonesia including 6,578 asylum seckers and 7,827 refugees. Of these 

3,82 1 arc female and 10,584 are male. The total includes 3,768 children, 837 of whom 

are unaccompanied or separated chi ldren (The Asia Pacifi c Refugees Network, 20 17). 

Women refugees in Indonesia constitutes aboul30 %. Most of the refugees in Indonesia 

are coming from Afghanistan (55 %), Somalia ( 11 %) and Irak (6%). Interestingly, most 

of the refugees and asylum seekers who are pass ing Indonesia territory, or stay 

contemporary in Indones ia in general has favored to resett le in Australia (interview). 
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Like international and national figure of women refugees, the number of women 

refugees (and children) in some cities of deten tion center are also major. For example, 

in Makasar alone, where this main research projected conducted , in 2016 there are 576 

women refugees and most of them, 305, are coming from Afghanistan. This number 

constitutes almost 45 % from the total number o f refugees (KKUP3S, 20 16). Women 

need to be recorded its existence although they have similar status as refugees or asylum 

seeker as male counterpart. 

Comparing Indones ian and Austra li;l : n cgul:ltions, Aspiration nnd Actions 

Indoncs ill 

111ere are some obvious differences between Indonesia and Australia in how the 

countries to agree upon and to implement the international agreement on Refugees. 

Indonesia is not a state party to the 195 1 UN Convention Relating to the Status of 

Refugees or its 1967 Protocol. Therefore this country has no responsibil ity to look after 

refugees that are coming to thi s country. The main reason for Indonesia being not to be 

part o f the signatory party is because Indones ia is considered not capab le to look a fter 

refugees. The Indonesian government argues that it will be a burden fo r this country to 
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take responsibility to accept and to care the refugees while there is still a lot of poverty 

and lack of minimum social service among Indonesian people. There is perception that 

responsibility to look after refugees will drain the domestic resources, which is still 

limited to be allocated to the refugees. 

In fact, since 1979, during the impact of Vietnam, Indonesia together with 

international community has helped Vietnam refugees and accommodate them in 

Galang Island. The government of Indonesia has also uphold the customary 

international law principle of non refoulement continuing detention of asylum seekers 

and refugees (especially children) in particular concern (Asia Pacific Refugees 

Network, 2017). According to this principle, refugees must not be expelled or returned 

to situation where their life or freedom would be in under threat. States bear the primary 

responsibility for this protection. In the reality, the Indonesian government can not 

return them UNHCR works closely with governments; advising and supporting them as 

needed, to implement their responsibilities. Based on this Indonesia has obligation not 

to deport the refugees back to their countries which are still conflict and their life are 

still threatened. Indonesia, therefore, let the international counterpart like UNHCR, 

10M or other countries to provide social service to care the refugees in Indonesia. 

On December 2016, Indonesia issued Presidential Regulation Number 125 on 

handling of Refugees from Abroad. This regulation is claimed as the first 

comprehensive regulation for refugees in Indonesia. Recognition of how significance 

cooperation in handling the refugees mentioned in the article 2 that; 

(1) Handling of Refugees is carried out pursuant to a cooperation 
arrangement between the national government and the United Nations 
through the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees in 
Indonesian and lor an International organization. 

(2) The international organization as referenced in paragraph (1) is an 
international organization engaged in the area of migration affairs 
operating under an agreement with the national government. 

This regulation has stated that the domain for refugees not only the sovereign of 

Indonesia government. The regulation stated that managing refugees can be done with 

support from international community. With this regulation, the Indonesian government 

has acknowledged significance of issues of refugees and asylum seekers to be managed 
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by involving the international partners, International states organization and 

International Non government Organisation. 

Nature, Aim and Mission of Australia as a Resettlement Country 

There is dynamic in Australian policy to receive refugees or asylum seekers. 

The political consideration for example the political party platform for migration has 

shaped the policy toward the refugees or asylum seekers. Some policies apply strict 

action to deter refugees coming to the land. In fact, Australia is one of most favorite 

destination for refugees. The Australian government claim that the aim of Australia to 

receive asylum seekers are including: (l)it would serve Australian national interests and 

international engagement, (2) it would enhance the scope of cooperation with regional 

partners, (3) it would give greater hope and confidence to asylum seekers in the region 

that regular migration pathways and international protection arrangements provide a 

practical, realistic and better alternative to dangerous boat voyages to Australia, (3) it 

would enable Australia to assist in meeting growing humanitarian needs in the region 

in a fair and timely way, (4) it would support Australian strategies to encourage other 

international resettlement countries to assist in more expansive ways, and (it would 

contribute to the strengthening of regional cooperation on asylum seeker. 

And Australia like other settlement country has adopted the International legal 

framework for assistance to refugees. Australia adopted the Refugee Convention of 

1951 and the Refugee Protocol of 1967 being major instruments, with the 1950 Statute 

of the office of the UN High Commissioner for refugee (UNHCR) and some important 

resolutions of the general Assembly of the United. 

The Nature of Australia and Indonesia Relationships in Handling Refugees and 

Asylum Seeker Issues. 

Indonesia and Australia are strongly connected and interdependence relating to 

the problem of the influx of refugees and asylum seeker that are currently swapping the 

world because of the prolong conflict, particularly in Middle East, Africa and Myanmar. 

Geographically, both countries are next door neighbor and sharing maritime border. For 

Australia, Indonesia has strategic position in Australian policy of migration. Indonesia 
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is an "entrance" for illegal immigrant or asylum seeker using boat called "Boat People" 

to harbour in Australian territory in order to find a better life. Many desperate "Boat 

People" passing through Indonesian territory before they are aiming to enter Australian 

territory. Because of its sharing maritime border between Indonesia and Australia, 

Indonesia can be argued as the final gate before the asylum seeker passing in to 

Australian. 

. Indonesia is considered the closed country to Australia during the journey of the 

refugees and asylum seeker mostly coming from Middle East, Africa, and Asia. 

Geographical proximity between the two countries, particularly at the West part and 

North part of Australia, such as Christmas Island, Darwin and Indonesian territories 

such as Sumatra, Java and West Timor have attracted asylum seeker to land 

contemporary in Indonesia before they finally continue heading their journey towards 

Australia. Traffickers are usually using opportunity of its porous archipelago around 

Indonesia territory as a launch point to smuggle asylum seeker who wants to settle in 

Australia (Roberts, 2014; Asri and Kasim, 2015). Many asylum seekers aim to settle in 

Australia using Indonesia as the last transit country before they enter to Australia 

because of this proximity. 

Beside geographically Indonesia as known as an "passage" for asylum seekers 

to Australia, Indonesia can also played as the "deterrence" country for Australian. 

Indonesia playa part to authority can assist Australia to halt boat people when entering 

to Indonesian territory. The Indonesian authority can intercept the boat people whom 

Australian believed not only consist of asylum seeker who has right to get protection 

but also illegal immigrant. The involvement of Indonesia authorities, particularly 

Indonesian navy is significant to stop or to deny the 'boat people' who risk their life to 

board in Australia. Indonesia usually 

In many occasion Australian authority tum back the boat people intercepted in 

to Indonesian territory (Roberts, 2014). This policies has created tension between 

Indonesia and Australia. In other words, because of its geographic position, Australia 

can use Indonesia as a barrier to discourage asylum seeker coming to Australia. To some 

extend, Australia is significantly depended on Indonesia to halt unwanted asylum seeker 

and to deny illegal immigrant who intends to enter to Australia. 
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As the closed neighbor country, Indonesia has attracted asylum seeker to get 

their status as refugees. Some of the refugees coming from some contlict area flew by 

airline and using their tourist visa to stay temporary. When finally their visa is expired, 

they apply for asylum seeker or refugees status to UNHCR. Indonesia has no right to 

deport them, instead it has to protect as refugee when they can prove that they are 

coming from the contlict country. Many of them have to stay longer than they are 

expected in some detention center in Indonesia before they can go to Australia. For 

some who did not resettle may choose to repatriate back to their home countries 

Interdependence between Indonesia and Australia relating to the issue of 

refugees and asylum seeker has also derived from the differences of country status as 

well as perception among the refugees and asylum seeker in regard to the destination or 

resettlement country for Australia vis as vis Indonesia as a transit country .. Australia is 

traditionally identified as one of the most favorite country for resettling the refugees, 

while Indonesia perceived as a transit country. Although Australia is currently falling 

outside the top ten countries that recognize and resettle refugees, but this country still 

rank third overall in permanent global resettlement, falling behind the US and Canada 

(Refuge Council of Australia, 2018). Most of the refugees and asylum seekers, 

particularly in detention centers or alternative accommodation for refugees in Indonesia 

are hoping to be resettled in Australia. This country is the final destination for the 

refugees and asylum seeker to make" a new life", "peaceful life", or "surviving" after 

their dangerous experience in their home country and along the journey to escape from 

the war and contlict. Australia, by virtue of their ability to provide protection and live 

hood opportunity, is considered desirable destination countries for asylum seeker 

(Asylum Insight 2017). 

Indonesia is one of major transit countries in Southeast Asia, as people move 

from conflicts in the Middle East i.e. Syria, Afghanistan and Asia, particularly 

Myanmar, towards Australia. People are traveling by air, sea, land to Indonesia for 

temporary sanctuary and protection before they are granted to go to Australia. Indonesia 

is considered as the "last stepping stone" (Misbach, 2017) for the refugees before 

continuing their journey to settle permanently in Australia. As of December 2016, a 

total of 14,405 individuals were registered with UNHCR in Indonesia including 6,578 

asylum seekers and 7,827 refugees. Ofthese 3,821 are female and 10,584 are male. The 
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total includes 3,768 children, 837 of whom are unaccompanied or separated children 

(The Asia Pacific Refugees Network, 2017) 

Like other transit countries in Southeast Asia, Malaysia or Thailand, Indonesia 

is not a state party to the 1951 UN Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees or its 

1967 Protocol. Therefore this country has claimed no responsibility to look after 

refugees that are coming to this country. Instead, the government of Indonesia upholds 

the customary international law principle of non refoulement continuing detention of 

asylum seekers and refugees in particular concern .(Asia Pacific Refugees Network, 

2017). Indonesia can not deport the refugees back to their countries which are still 

conflict and the life of refugees are still threatening. 

The differences of countries status for Australia as permanent settlement and 

Indonesia as transit country has actually created strongly interdependence. The 

changing policy of immigration regulation from one country can impact directly to the 

other. This is because most of the refugees in Indonesia are hoping to be resettled in 

Australia. For example, Australian strict policy relating to resettlement which is 

currently trying to reduce the quota of asylum seekers have an impact to the several 

problems directly that has to be tackled by Indonesia. One of this problem would be 

increased of the number refugees and asylum seeker live in Indonesia because there 

would be more refugees stay longer in Indonesia waiting to be resettle in Australia. 

Consequently, this will give an additional burden for Indonesia to manage the refugees. 

The refugees has already suffered and most of them become stress because of their 

condition as refugees during the journey leaving home country and in the transit country 

like Indonesia. With cutting policy of quota from Australian government the refugees 

become more depress, restless, angry, and feel deny by the authorities. When these 

biological and psychological illness happened to the refugees, there would be an issue 

for health, economic and security. 

It is very often that as a result of frustration and disappointment, they refugees 

conduct demonstration, violence, or protest aim to draw attention from public, 

Indonesian authorities and related institutions like UNHCR and 10M. Indonesia may 

not necessary to be offended by the asylum seeker protest because instead of Indonesian 

government, the UNHCR or 10M which are the parties that are actually mostly in 

charge to care the refugees and asylum seeker. However, for Indonesia, protest or 
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demonstration from refugees would be very sensitive for the sake of national interest, 

especially during this globalization information, although Indonesian government has 

maintained freedom ofspeech and adopted democratic style. From Indonesian view, the 

protest from refuges would denounced Indonesian stand to build reputation for country 

in sustaining Human Rights and contributing to international peace and security. 

Indonesian constitution has mentioned about its contribution role. 

Similar impact of how changing Indonesian policy in regard to asylum seekers 

can influence directly to Australia interest. Australian coast guard would be in very 

dilemmatic position when Indonesia has decided not to intercept asylum seeker who are 

sailing by boat passing Indonesian water. in order to go to Australian water. Indonesia 

authorities sometimes has tried to tum it in to Australian water. Similar action has also 

conducted by Australian authorities. In addition, Australia has accused Indonesian to 

sponsor people smuggling or trafficking as the result of Indonesian ignorance for 

trafficking person from Indonesian territory. Consequently, political row between the 

two countries occurred as a result their decision to "tum a boat" in to other maritime 

territory. 

Furthermore, migration issue is very sensitive issue in Australia domestic 

politics. The opposition parties can use sensitive migration issue to attack government 

policy which are unable to stop the influx of refugees or asylum seekers. Reputation of 

Australian government is significantly depended on the capacity to handle asylum 

seekers or refugees nationally and internationally. Once, Australian reputation in 

sustaining human rights had been tarnished with the incident of Tampa, when Australian 

has rejected to help the sank of this ship with its passenger. 

For Indonesia, local politician has not yet interested to interfere at the issue of 

refugees and asylum seekers. As a transit country, Indonesian have interest to show to 

the world that Indonesia as the leader of ASEAN has also contributed to protect refugees 

and asylum seekers although Indonesia has not yet signatory of 1951 Convention on 

Refugees Status. However, Indonesia has also reluctant to allocate the fund to the 

refugees and asylum seeker. As the developing country with many people still living in 

poverty, supporting refugees or asylum seeker which is suitable to international 

standard would be sensitive issue. Therefore, Indonesia need to cooperate with Australia 

and International organization through various mechanism to care the refugees or 
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asylum seeker who come at the Indonesia in order to go Australia or other third 

countries. 

To conclude there is undeniable reliance between Indonesia and Australia in 

handling the refugees and asylum seekers because of geographical proximity and its 

main position in accommodate the refugees and asylum seekers. The decision of 

Australia will strongly influence Indonesia and vice versa. Therefore, cooperation 

between the country, particularly in manage the influx of asylum seekers and refuges is 

necessary. How this cooperation works is explained below. 

Level and type cooperation between Indonesia and Australia 

Indonesia and Australia held engagement or cooperation in handling refugees 

and asylum seeker in various level, directly and indirectly. In the bilateral level between 

Indonesia and Austraia, the Lombok treaty become the guidance to develop the bilateral 

security a in handling the refugees and asylum seeker issues. The two countries has 

conducted collaborative action to manage the flow of migrants who aims to go to 

Australia and making Indonesia as a transit country. under Regional Cooperation 

Agreement, Indonesian police and immigration officials would intercept refugees and 

asylum seekers thGught to be intent on traveling irregularly to Australia. The asylum 

seeker then to be detained in Indonesia, before they probable- would be resettle in 

Australia if they qualified with Australian . In other words, Indonesian based on the 

cooperation has duty to deter the people who tried to enter Australian territory 

The two countries has also engaged in multilateral relationship such as Bali 

Democracy forum. Beside that, each country cooperates two countries cooperation with 

UNHCR and international agencies to accommodate the asylum seeker and refugee~_ to 

live temporary in Indonesia. With granting of UNHCR for the status of asylum seeker 

and refugees, Indonesia is then hosting them. 

Australian has a privilege position as a resettlement country. In its policy 

regarding offshore resettlement, Australia maintains its position to work together with 

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), international partner and 

community organization to provide assistance to refugees in other countries (Australian 

home affairs). UNHCR has worked on shas conducted administration activities in 
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Indonesia to give asylum seekers and refuges status. The Australian government has the 

main authorithy in tenn of the amount and the person who are eligible for the 

resettlement.This UN agency for refugees has used some criteria for resettlement people 

such as: Legal andlphysical Protection Needs, Survivor of Torture andl or violence, 

Medical Needs, Women and Girls at Risk, Family Reunification, Children and 

Adolescents at Risk. Though UNHCR in Jakarta may recommend and refers people for 

settlement, but the ultimate decision rests on the Australia's Immigration Department. 

Only Australia has authority to select or deny the refugees who are sti11living or staying 

in Indonesia and purpose to move in to Australian land. the Australian government has 

the main authorithy in term of the amount and the person who are eligible for the 

resettlement. 

The involvement of Australia in Indonesia in managing refugees and asylum 

seeker in Indonesia is conducted mostly indirectly through UNHCR or 10M. There are 

13 detention centers for refugees and asylum seekers. Local staff of 10M has involved 

to manage deeply in refugees an asylum seeker in Indonesia. In 13 detention centers 

across the Indonesian archipelago, 10M provides "migrant care management" to those 

detained They support the refugees and asylum seekers daily needs regarding their 

food, health, education, and housing in Indonesia. Together with UNHCR, 10M has 

also participated in giving information about the refugees and asylum seeker for the 

process of selection of refugees or asylum seekers in Indonesia. 

International organization like 10M can operated in Indonesia because they 

receive fund from international communities. And this funding is very crucial for 

organization like 10M to be able to operate in countries like Indonesia. It is admitted by 

10M Indonesia that they receive most of the fund from Australian governme~t 

(interview). It is unlikely organization like 10M able to operate without fund from 

international community like Australia. Therefore, it can not be denied that through 

10M, country like Australia can monitor, and as well as to intervene the issue of 

refugees in Indonesia. 
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Problems in Handling the Refugees 

Refugees is the most marginalized group In the world. According to 

international norm, they deserve protection from international community. International 

norms demand host countries to protect and to look after the refugees and not 

repatriating them by non voluntary. In fact, they become the most unwelcome 

community by country in the world. This is because in general they are coming to the 

countries with almost nothing and carried physical as well as emotional traumatic being 

forced to leave their homeland. Their daily life including food, accommodation, health 

should be supported by host countries together with international community. For host 

countries particularly like developing country, Indonesia, where poverty is still rampant, 

and social gap between very rich and poor is still high, the treatment to the refugees 

become the burden as well as it can escalate social, cultural tension as well as political 

issues in the future. 

Difficulty in Dealing with Refugees Problem. One of the issues that should be 

faced by host country like Indonesia and the agent is to handle the refugees problem 

that they are bringing from their home country. In general, like other condition of 

refugees in other world, refugees who are coming to Indonesia have similarity of 

experienced difficulties and hardship. Most of them are being marginalized and treated 

unfair ranging from lost properties, assault, violence, fraud, rape, and killing. Instead 

protecting their citizens, their government has forced them to migrate from their 

homeland. They become victim as a result of their domestic conflict. During their flee 

to reach other countries in order to have protection, it is often that they lost their live or 

losing their family, or relative family. Most of the refugee in Indonesia, for example 

from Afghanistan, mention that the ultimate reason to force them leaving their country 

are saving their life that are threatened by rebellion group ofTaliban (interview). If they 

have lucky enough to save their life, unfortunately they still faced hardship by losing 

their identity, belonging, citizenship and property (interview). Furthermore, their past 

difficulty experienced of the refugees has not been erased when they arrive to host 

countries. They are still be haunting by their memory and they are still suffer with 

physical and emotional illness. Women refugees are very often suffer a lot. They are 

vulnerable to rape, kidnapping, sexual abuse during their journey to get protection and 

to flee to unfamiliar environment. In addition, it has often been reported that these 
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women were forced to engage in sexual relations in return for obtaining relief goods or 

documentation. 

Country like Indonesia which is position as a transit country have to deal with 

the refugees problems occurred in the past. It is one of the challenge for Indonesia to be 

able to minimise the past problems and particularly, reduce its impact on their current 

condition during their stay in this country. In fact, it is not easy for Indonesian to deal 

with this problem when the problem of them rooted on their home country. Moreover, 

community in Indonesia are not knowing well social and cultural background of the 

refugees. Moreover, Indonesia is lack capacity and authority to deal with the refugees 

problem in own country. 

Hidden Cost and Economic Burden. Indonesian as sovereign country which has 

authority to manage their territory and people inside their territory is not working alone 

to look after the refugees who are coming to this territory. The government has 

conducted a collaborative with foreign countries, such as Australia, and International 

organization such as United Nation High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR), and 

International for Migration (10M). These organization have opened some branches 

where refuges and asylum seeker have been detained in some cities in Indonesia and 

considered have significant position to support refugees and asylum seeker life. These 

international organisation guarantee food, health, and to cooperate with Local 

government to provide accommodation to refugees and asylum seekers. While the 

contribution from International organization is usually identified and measured, for 

example in amount of money they donate to support their activities in protecting the 

refugees, the hidden cost which Indonesia have to carry is missed identified and not 

acknowledged. 

For instance, the government has to distribute their limited resources particularly 

in Department of immigration to concentrate protecting the refugees which should met 

the international criteria while the national regulation has not fully supported to conduct 

such action. In many cases, international standard is higher than national standard. This 

create certain challenge for Indonesian authority to comply with this requirement. 

Furthermore, country at least has still pay substantial salaries for government officials 

and security services related to the refugees. For their part of commitment to protect the 

right of refugees, especially children, the local government where refugees situated 
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provide free education. Although· the international organization help to provide 

accommodation, but significant cost is still bear by host countries in choosing the 

location, build the detention center, and housing communities for the refugees and 

asylum seekers. Being a country with still category as a developing country and poverty 

is still rampant, it can not been denied that hosting refugees can be burden. 

Economic Jealous. As a part of world community and a responsible country in 

the world, it is necessary for Indonesia to show its support for humanitarian activity by 

accepting and protecting refugees who has fled from their conflict country. In fact, 

Indonesian government has still lack of economic resources and capacity to look after 

the refugees. In some areas where the detention centers or community housing located, 

people in neighborhood is still living in poverty and modest condition of 

accommodation, health, education, and sanitation. Even unemployment is still rampant 

in the surrounding area or cities where detention centers are located. 

Therefore, the involvement of organisation international like 10M, UNHCR, 

and Australia has helped Indonesia to manage the problem of refugees and asylum 

seekers in Indonesia. These organisastion with most of funding from Australia provide 

food, money, facilities for accommodation, and health treatment. The international 

partner has followed the international standard for refugees treatment and protection. 

However, in many cases people surrounding the detention center see that the. refugee 

are living much better than average people in Indonesia which are still a lot of being 

living in poverty. The local perceived that refugees as a "stranger", " alien" are not 

deserved living better than the average local people. How come a stranger receive better 

treatment than local? This kind unsatisfaction from local people to refugees can spark 

conflict and further can destabilize domestic insecurity. 

Social stereotype. Indonesia is so diverse with different sub ethnic and religion. 

In fact, Indonesian claims to maintain its unity by diversity. However, an effort to 

maintain this unity are not easy. In many cities where detention center are located, many 

people tend to maintain the level of prejudice to particular culture or religion. Or in 

many cases, they are still intolerance to other culture or religion. The local people can 

feel insecure with existence of refugees who has different type of religion. For example, 

most of Afghan refugees who are majority group among other group that are coming to 

Indonesia have been perceived to embrace Syiah Sect while most of Indonesia are 
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Sunni. Indonesia believe that Syiah Sect would degrade the existence of Sunni in 

Indonesia. In many cases, local people took extreme action by for example rejecting 

children refugees from Afghanistan to study at local school (interview). Consequently, 

many children refugees has grew up without formal education in Indonesia although the 

government has claimed to guarantee education for children refugees in local school. 

Security issues. To host refugees now days can be "Trojan Horse". Most of the 

terrorist cells have been indicated coming from Middle East or Africa countries 

particularly the conflict countries such as Afghanistan, Iraq, Lybia or Sudan. By chance, 

most of refugees in Indonesia come from the area. For example, 55 % of refugees in 

Indonesia is originally come from Afghanistan. In this case, the Indonesian government 

is concerned that these refugees are actually terrorists who have sneaked in refugees 

status. 

These kind problems are not easy to be solved by Indonesia and international 

partners. So far there is very limited effort to prevent or to deal with the problems among 

refugees or stereotype of local people. Therefore it will create resentment and conflict 

among Indonesian people about refugees existence. 

Collaboration: To Challenge the National Sovereignty? 

It can not be denied that Indonesia need international partner to support refugees 

life in Indonesia. This is because Indonesia is not formally having obligation to look 

after international refugees. This country has also lack of resources and capacity to 

sustain the lives of refugees in Indonesia land. In fact, international support to refugees 

can a challenge to the national sovereignty. 

Under current agreement, the international partners has to some extend freedom 

as well as authority to refugees while Indonesia has limited authority to deal with the 

refugees and asylum seekers. The international organization is dealing with refugees 

daily life, including the important decision to grant people as a asylum seekers, a 

refugee. With the consideration of third country like Australia, the UNHCR selects 

refugee moving to third party without consent Indonesian government necessarily. The 

question is raised for example is this kind work division between Indonesia as a host 
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country is the best for the national interest? Do the type work division can challenge 

Indonesian reputation and authority in the eye of domestic public? 

In some cases the treatment of international organization to the refugees can 

create conflict with local community. It may not congruent with local culture and 

government policies. For example, the international organization like 10M has 

delivered refugees needs based on International standard that has been decided by 

international community. However, for the local people, they argue that this kind 

support which has delivered by international organization like 10M seems too much 

and unfair. The local people who are stil1living in modest condition and poverty do not 

receive the support. This situation will eventually can create accusation that Indonesian 

government is giving more attention to refugees than local people. This type respond of 

local people in Indonesia can damage the reputation of government in managing their 

people. 

The latest condition in existing refugee governance have forced Indonesia to 

change Indonesian's position and policy from the previous one. For instance, at this 

moment Australia and third countries have issued policies to reduce drastically the 

amount of resettlement to their countries. Australia has conducted the policies to reject, 

to delay or to deny the granted status for settlement. The refugees and asylum seeker 

has to stay longer than their expectation. It has been reported that while in the past the 

majority of refugees had to stay in average 2 or 3 years, at this moment they have to 

wait double, more than 5 year or 7 year without certainty where they finally move to 

Australia or the third country. Longer period of stay for refugees, means that they are 

not living temporary in this country. This changing situation has transformed Indonesia 

not merely as a transit country. This situation can create resentment and conflict. 

Therefore it's a challenge for Indonesia to reposition its self in the realm of world 

refugees issues. 

Lastly, the collaborative action has indeed accommodated to some extent the 

state interest in effort to manage the issue of refugee and asylum seekers, however, this 

cooperation has also raised the questions about the sustain ability of the collaborative 

action. The collaborative action conducted by countries has enhanced the relationships 
.. 

between the countries. However practice of collaborative need to some extent 

coordination and trust. And this is not easy to develop, with country used to raise their 
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interest above others and not share their common interest or prioritise the human rights 

of the refugees and asylum seekers. 
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VI 

FURTHER RESEARCH PLAN 

In tcnn of the responsibility for the ou tcome o f the research, although the 

scheduled of Third Year Research Program will end on November 2018, but we arc 

going to continue our unfinished work such as finishi ng article for international joumals 

and publishing books. We arc going to fix and to improve the paper until it publi shed. 

Therefore we plan to submit the art icle 10 international journal at the middle of 

December 20 18. We al so will finalize to publish book about non traditional issues 

between Indonesia and Austral ia on February 20 19 

In the long ru n we still going to 0 continue to do work on the research related 

about relationships between Indonesia and Australia and also to develop our research 

interest about non tradi tional secures issues. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION AND RESEARCH SUGGESTION 

It is noticed that the issue of non traditional securit y become important to 

influence the character relations between the countries. It is has been discussed 111 

previous chapter that the issue in handling the refugees and asylum seekers particularly 

in Indonesia territo ry become important issue between Indonesia and Australia. Some 

con fli ct and cooperation occurred in managing the refugees case. Conflict happened 

because thefe is some di fferences opinion and policies raging from the idea of threat 

posed by refugees 10 the sl ate or how best to manage the refugee and asylum seeker. 

In fact the problem in handling the issue of refugees has additional factor to 

enhance the cooperation between the countries. This is because thc two countries 

understand that they can 110 t cha llenge the issue and threat coming from refugees issuc 

alone. They nccd close cooperation. In o ther words, they need significant collaborat ion. 

There is interdependence, mutual benefit , as well as complement in the 

bilateral relations between Indonesia and Australia in handling refugees and asylum 

seekers although Indonesia most depend on international organization in handling the 

dail y life of the refugees in Indonesia. For Indonesia, Australian domination 

contribution to 10M as the organ ization which deep ly invo lve in managing refugees in 

Indonesia give more problematic. The Australian support of funding can assists 

Indo nesia to strengthen Indones ian managemen t in refugees and asylum seeker issue. 

However, in the same time it potentiall y undennines the sovereignty of Indonesian. 

Indonesian authority can be challenged by the international organization. 

Overa ll , there is contrad ictive s ituation that now Indonesia has to face vis a vis 

Australia as the main important contributor for funding in managing refugees and 

asylum seeker. In one side Indones ian has to receive rea li ty thai Indoncsia slill much 

relies o n Austra li a .md Ihere is no possibility to reducc dramatically this dependency 

without bringing instability of Indonesian securi ty, particularly in refugees case, in other 

s ide, there is also inlense problem fo r refugees that can not be handled by international 

organization with help or Australia .. Consequentl y, Ihis contradict ive s ituation will 

contribute up and down the relations between Indonesia and Australia. 
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Research Suggestion 

From the result of this project, there are several suggestion that it is necessary 

to be implemented by the decision makers and stake holders who are involved in 

managing refugees in Indonesia as follow: 

As the member of international community, it is obligation for Indonesia to 

continue giving support to world humanitarian activities, particularly in helping and 

protecting refugees. This action can build Indonesia reputation in the world. Indonesia 

current ambition to increase its number of UN peace keeping force need an action that 

Indonesia is really care to sustain human rights· and to conduct humanitarian activities 

in domestic realm. 

While Indonesia still lacks resources and capacity to deal with refugees problem, 

it is also necessary to rely on other countries, namely Australia and UN international 

Organization such as UNHCR and 10M. For Indonesia to continue its collaboration 

with International partners, including Australia as the greatest donor country is the most 

rational solution to deal with the influx of refugees. 

However, it is necessary for Indonesia to evaluate the division of work among 

the parties that are involving in helping the refugees at this moment. International 

organization has more authority above Indonesian government in term of sustaining 

refugees life. Indonesia need to be involved more deeply and to have more authority for 

the refugees life in Indonesia land. 

Although Indonesia has issued the Presidential Decree on 2916 as a formal 

guidance in handling the refugees, however, it has been noticed that Indonesian 

authority is still lack of understanding about their duty in handling the refugee and 

proper action in dealing with refugees. There are problem of coordination among the 

ministries that are dealing with refugees issues although the new regulations has been 

issued. Therefore, it is necessary for the government officials who involve in refugees 

issues not only to build their capacities and expertise but also to enhance its coordination 

among them. 
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The study case of cooperation between Indonesia and Australia in handling the 

refugees from Australia is illustrative to show how the collaboration between the two 

countries occurred. The two countries is actually depend on each other to solve the 

problem of the influx of refugee who are coming to their countries. They can not work 

alone, particularly this is because both countries are closed neighboring. Australia 

depend on Indonesia to deter or to reduce the number of refugees coming to this 

countries. Indonesia is also depend on third parties like Australia to deal with refugees. 

Therefore, close cooperation between Indonesia and Australia should be 

continued in order to build proper protection for refugee as well as to protect its national 

interest. This might be not easy, because countries tend to prioritize national interest 

above the implementation of human rights for refugees. And there is contradictive 

policies between the two in handling the refugees. It is , therefore necessary to enhance 

sustainable relationships between the two . !~ese need political will and serious effort 

between the two to eradicate mistrust between two. 
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Collaborative Cooperation to Maintain Gender Mainstreaming for Women 
Refugees 

Sartika Soesilowati, PhD I 

Airlangga University, Surabaya 

Abstract 

This paper is assessing the effort of Indonesian government collaborating with 
international partner i.e. United Nations High Commission For Refugees (UNHCR), 
International Organization for Migration(IOM) and the third countries, like Australia to 
protect women refugees in Indonesia. Having a refugee status is generally and 
consequently marginalized in the community. This burden would be more carried by 
women with their status as refugees because of the perception of bias gender as well as 
the hardship that they have to confront it during the journey as asylum seeker or refugees. 
Women fleeing violence and persecution are generally facing distress and vulnerability 
in the tenns seeking ofprotection. Countries like Indonesia, as a transit country, provides 
contemporary protection for them although most of refugees do not aim to live 
pennanently in this country. And yet, there is growing concern has been expressed over 
the issue of women's situation in an immigration detention center around the world. Some 
critics argue that refugee detentions and its policies to protect women refugees are still 
inappropriate to provide women's safety and well-being. For example, such gender-based 
violence and deprivation of freedom and rights are still exist and it consequently might 
severely places women at heightened risks if the detention's situation and facilities not 
enforcing gender-sensitive approach. It is very significant, therefore, to evaluate and to 
analyse thoroughly what kind of problems and issues that are facing by women refugees 
in the Indonesian detention center? To what extend transit country like Indonesia 
cooperating with international partner is able to deal and to confront the problem? In 
order to understand the nature of the problem and the issue, this study is collecting 
primary and secondary data and conducting field research at several detention centers in 
East Java and Makassar. 

Key Words: Detention Center, Collaborative Cooperation, Refugees, Gender 
Mainstreaming 
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The Data of Refugees 

Today conflict has increase the flood of the refugees and asylum seeker around 
the world. According to UNHCR, in 2017 around 68.5 millions individual were forcibly 
displaced world wide as a result of persecution, conflict or generalized violence. Around 
28.5 million are refugees and asylum seeker and 40.0 million internally displaced people. 
Women and (children) refugees constitutes more than 60 % of the overall refugees. With 
the conflict is still occurring at this moment, this is bringing tendency to increase the 
refugees number when the local condition getting worst in the future. Prolong conflict in 
Burma followed with forced migration to ethnic Rohingya, the number of refugees in 
Indonesia is increasing 

As of December 2016, a total of 14,405 individuals were registered with UNHCR 
in Indonesia including 6,578 asylum seekers and 7,827 refugees. Of these 3,821 are 
female and lO,584 are male. The total includes 3,768 children, 837 of whom are 
unaccompanied or separated children (The Asia Pacific Refugees Network, 2017). 
Women refugees in Indonesia constitutes about 30 %. Most of the refugees in Indonesia 
are coming from Afghanistan (55 %), Somalia (11 %) and Irak (6%). The refugees are . . . 
placed in 13 detention centers and community accommodation service in several urban 
cities in Indonesia i.e. Jakarta, Surabaya, Makassar, Medan, Menado, Balikpapan, 
Kupang, Semarang and Jayapura. 

Like international and national figure of women refugees, the number of women 
refugees (and children) in some cities of detention center are also major. For example, in 
Makasar alone, where this main research projected conducted, in 2016 there are 576 
women refugees and most of them, 305, are coming from Afghanistan. This number 
constitutes almost 45 % from the total number of refugees (KKUP3S, 2016). Women 
need to be recorded its existence although they have similar status as refugees or asylum 
seeker as male counterpart. 

It is extremely significant to identify the women refugees existence in the transit 
country like Indonesia in order to identify women aspiration and right. Massive bias 
gender still apply in local custom while international and national regulation to women 
refugees are still weak and late to protect women refugees in transit country. This issue 
is going to explain below. 

Women Refugees: International and National recognition. 

The definition of refugees usually refers to the main international legal document, 
the 1951 Refugee Convention stating that a refuge' as ': 

a person who is outside his country nationality or habitual residence has a well 
founded fear of persecution because of his race, religion, nationality, membership 
in particular social group or political opinion and is unable or unwilling to avail 
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himself of the protection of that country, or to return there, for fear of persecution. 
(1951 Refugee Convention) 

While this definition has mentioned the obligation of international communities to protect 
refugees, this 1951 convention as the main guidance to protect refuges did not mention 
to pay attention to women refugees. 

It is argued that women refugees has not having adequate protection. International 
refugee instruments make no distinction between male and female refugees, but tend to 
maintain gender biases. Despite the fact that women and girls make up more than half the 
world refugees. For example under the 1951 convention and its 1967 Protocol, it does 
not address the core issue of discrimination on refugees of sex as a violation of 
fundamental rights, or with the problems of violence specifically directed against women 
as women (Johnson, 1989). Such violence is often endemic in most, ifnot all, societies, 
women refugees, because of their flight in to aliens environment, become additionally 
vulnerable to rape, abduction, sexual harassment, physical violence and the not infrequent 
obligation to grant 'sexual favor"in return for documentation and/or relief goods. 

The concern for women refugees received strong attention i~ 1991, when the UN 
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) adopted Guidelines on the Protection of 
Refugee Women. In keeping with the 1990 UNHCR Policy.on Refugee Women, the 
Guidelines called for "integrating the resources and needs of refugee women into all 
aspects of programming so as to assure equitable protection and assistance activities." 
This guidance give recognition to assist women refuges' who has need a protection which 
is different compared to men and boys. In addition, UNHCR's Executive Committee has 
also acknowledged the significance to address the difficulty of women to be able to 
exercise their rights compared to men and boys: 

"while forcibly displaced men and boys also ace protection problems, women and 
girls can be exposed to particular protection problems related to their gender, their 
cultural and socio-economic position, and their legal status" 

Although international community has recognized the right of women refugees to get 
protection however this is not easy to apply it. Transit country where refugees receiving 
protection has often maintained it's "a massive culture of neglect and denial about 
violence against women and girls" (Wahra, 1994). This means it requires an effort to 
change the local attitude to promote equality for women and men so the women refugees 
right can be recognized as equal as men. 

Women Refugees: the Hardship Condition 

It can not be denied most of the refugees had bad experienced that threatening 
their life and their dignity as well as wellbeing when they had been forced to leave their 
countries. Most.ofrefuges who flee to Indonesia like Afghanistan, Iraq are running from 
the civil war to save their life which are caused by religion or ethnic conflict. In addition, 
the political and cultural system that govern the citizen in their country are also relatively 
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bias gender. For example in Afghanistan, it has been reported that women has been 
marginalized and targeted for sexual harassment, abduction under Taliban regime. 
Fleeing from the condition where women had been suppressed mostly under the name of 
religion or custom , therefore would be a hope that they will face a better life. In fact 
when the women has to leave the countries the are facing uncertainty, and easy target for 
crime, persecution and sexual harassment. During the journey to go the land that can save 
them and offer protection, women are target for trafficking, and various crime. 

Many of women refugees arrived in the transit country with history of violence, 
and sexual harassment. When they are able to confront their unpredictable and dangerous 
journey, and they are able to harbor in a transit country, unfortunately their sorrow has 
not yet overcome. It is true that they have not faced life threatening like in their home 
country where conflict are still occurred, but the trauma from the journey, and difficulties 
to adjust with the new condition in transit country like Indonesia is not easy for them. 

Women refugees in Indonesia are placed in some detention centers and some 
'alternative detention' (Misbach) in severa] urban cities in Indonesia i.e. Jakarta, 
Surabaya, Makassar, Medan, Menado, Balikpapan, Jayapura and Semarang. They receive 
some basic needs such as food, accommodation, health service and inoney. However, in 
general, from the refugees point of view the facilities that they receive in detention center 
is still insufficient or not correspond with their needs and want. For example, they still 
have got difficulties to adjust with local food, whereas it is not easy to find the local 
ingredient that are suitable to their need. In addition, the women refugees with her burden 
to look after family has complained for difficulties to conduct their domestic job because 
the facilities are not properly support them (interview). Women put a lot or concern for 
their family wellbeing and lack of children education. Although Indonesian government 
has allowed children refugees to go to Indonesian school, but the stereotype to the 
children refugees and their families have hampered this opportunity (interview). Instead, 
they finally conduct school for their children. Unfortunately the facilities, teachers and 
the lesson system are very insufficient for the development of children. Regarding the 
health issue, though Indonesia has claimed to provide health system to the women 
refugees, but they reluctant to visit local health institutions for various reasons 
(interview). This situation has made them become more depression. When women 
become stress, it will affect to the children and the family significantly. 

The story of one of women refugees (initials MJ) has illustrate how difficulty she 
has faced in the transit country: 

"We came here to save our life and make better future for our children .. Although 
10M help us a lot but there are a lot of problems in here such as a lack of 
educations for children. It is a biggest concern that .... before when we came here 
my older daughter turns to 7 and she should start school but right now she is 12 
and there one is 10. Both of them lose the best part of their life in failed of 
education. " 
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Apart of the facilities, health and daily intake that has been claimed still 
insufficient for the women refugees, they have also faced their biggest concern for its 

uncertainty for their future living permanently in third country. The third country like 

Australia, where most of the refugees in Makassar want to resettle, has reduced drastically 

its quota. The UNHCR recently has made the list to prioritize women and children to be 

resettled to Australia, but so far there is no guarantee that women and children would be 

its priority. 

In many cases, in order trying to improve the condition of the refugees, or to draw 

attention of public, they are conducting protest or demonstration to the Indonesian 

authorities or UNHCR. Strike or violence has ever broke out at the some detention center. 

However, it seems difficult to improve the life of refugees in transit country like 

Indonesia as well as making solution comprehensively and able to satisfy all parties 

involved. 

Collaborative Action and Its Problem 

It is common that Indonesian government are usually blamed to be the most 

responsible for its sufficient condition of the refugees in Indonesia. In fact Indonesia has 
cooperation with various international organization such as the two biggest, UNHCR, 

10M and the third countries for settlement to deal with the refugees. In 2017 President 

Jokowi has signed Presidential Decree (Perpre) no 125 year of 2016. regarding the 

treabnent on refugees and asylum seeker. This Presidential Decree has highlighted the 

significance of Indonesian government to cooperate with international organization. In 

the Article 2 (1) mentions: 

(l) Penanganan Pengungsi dilakukan berdasarkan kerjasama antara pemerintah 
pusat dengan Perserikatan Bangsa-Bangsa melalui Komisarial Tinggi 
Urusan Pengungi di Indonesia danlatau organisasi Intemasional 

(2) Organisasi inlernasional sebagaimana dimaksud pada ayat (1) merupakan 
organisasi di bidang urusan imigrasi atau di bidang kemanusiaan yang 
memiliki perjanjian dengan pemerintah pusat. 

Actually there is a clear job division and distribution among Indonesian 

authorities, UNHCR, and 10M to look after the refugees. Most of the UNHCR task are 
dealing with registration and administration process for giving the status for asylum

seeker and refugees. This institution has also authorized cooperating with the third 

countries to resettle or to repatriate the refugees in their home countries. 10M has mostly 
deal to provide daily care including accommodation, food, health, including support 

activities of the refugees. 

Interestingly, in reality, the duty of Indonesian is not much relating with the well 

being or looking after the refugees. The Indonesian authority are mostly dealing with the 

issue of securities that probable occurred among the refugees or outside of the detention 
center. The local authorities watch out the mobility of the refugees. The local government 
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working with 10M provide accommodation for refugees in detention center or alternative 
detention center, but the local government or the immigration has no authority to deal 
with the demand of the refugees for the daily need. Indonesia has also no responsible or 

capacities to force or deny the resettlement. 

The illustration of division duties for looking after the refugees in Indonesia 
seems so far has created burden sharing between Indonesia with international community. 
This is because, formally, Indonesia is not a state party to the 1951 UN Convention 
Relating to the Status of Refugees or its 1967 Protocol. Therefore this country has no 

responsible to look after refugees that are coming to this country. Instead, the government 

of Indonesia upholds the customary international law principle of non reJoulement 
continuing detention of asylum seekers and refugees (especially children)in particular 

concern .(Asia Pacific Refugees Network, 2017) That means that Indonesia can not 
deport the refugees back to their countries which are still conflict and the life of refugees 
are still threatening. 

Indonesia has a reason not to be part of the signatory party because economically, 
Indonesia considered not capable to look after refugees. The Indonesian government 

argues that it will be a burden for this country to take responsibility to accept and to care 

the refugees while there is still a lot of poverty and lack of minimum social service among 
Indonesian people. There is perception that responsibility to look after refugees will drain 
the domestic resources, which is still limited to be allocated to the refugees. Indonesia, 
therefore, let the international counterpart like 10M or UNHCR to provide social service 

to the refugees. 

However, this division for caring the refugees has also created problem. 10M as 

international organization that has responsible to deal with the refugees has a limitation . 

. No secret that 10M in Indonesia received most of funding from the third country, 
Australia which is aimed to control and to limit the number of permanent settlement who 
coming to this country. However, this organization has still lack resources to guarantee 
basic right such as education for children or youth refugees who are still need education 

while they are living in Indonesia. 10M has also no capacity to deal with stereotype that 
exist from local community to the refugee while the Indonesian government which has 

authority to convince the local community to be more moderate and tolerance to accept 

the refugees tends to reluctant in handling this issue. 

Indonesia has ratified Convention in the Elimination of all Forms of 
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) on 24 Juli 1984. According to Indonesian 
Law no 7, 1984, Indonesian government has adopted this convention in order to eliminate 
all discrimination to the women. This law mentions that discrimination to women means 
violence activities to the women or violence based on gender bias. Logically, therefore, 
the Indonesian authority can respond discrimination to the women refugees through this 
national law, however, this is not happened. 
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In addition, beside of the perception that the problem relating with the refugees 
should be handled by 10M or UNHCR, the Indonesian government has more intention to 
maintain its position to protect local community interest and custom rather than to bridge 
the difference, and to protect refugee rights from stereotype and persecution. The case 
study of religion division between most majority local people whom believe that they 
adopt Sunni version while most of refuges who is coming from Afghanistan are perceived 
as Syiah is illustrative. Women and children refugees are being object of suspicious to 
bring a bad impact to the community because of their religion believe. 

The refugees in the transit country has also put a lot of concern to be resettled in 
the third country, Australia. Most of them has got depression, ill, angry because of 
uncertainty not being resettle. Many of them has to wait for more than 5 years without 
any news about their status as a refugees. Currently with Australian policies to halt or to 
reduce the quota of resettlement for refugees in Indonesia, the refugees gets more 
confuse, stress and lack confidence. Instead of aiming to come to Indonesia to stay 
permanently, they are using Indonesia as 'stepping stone' before going to Australia. 

The issue of resettlement has so far never been able to solve by Indonesia as a 
host country for refugees or UNHCR and 10M. Indeed, the parties that the most 
responsible to look after the refugees, Indonesia government, UNHCR or 10M, have no 
authority to select, to choose or to send the refugees to th~ th~rd countries. Instead, the 
third countries like Australia has its ultimate authority to choose and decide the people 
who are appropriate to be resettle in the country. Unfortunately, most of refugees believe 
that Indonesia can push Australia to be more acceptable and predictable in accepting the 
refuges in their land. This intents friction potentially to create issue. 

Last but not least, there is problem of coordination among the parties that involve 
to care and to protect the refuges. Indonesian has involved various ministries (Ministry 
of Human Rights and Law, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Social, and Ministry 
of Home Affairs) in dealing with refugees issue which some how difficult to link and to 
coordinate among the ministries. Their priorities and the "ministries backgroUnd are 
different and making them difficult to suggest unity of policy. 10M as the international 
civil organization which is more flexible to move has faced difficulties to rely in the 
government policies which tend to use strict bureaucratic style, when they need to 
respond the refugees problems quickly. 

Conclusion 

Women refugees in detention center in Indonesia still have faced some difficulties 
to adjust and to confront with the realities living in this country. The local community 
has certain stereotype that hindered an effort to guarantee the basic right of women 
refugees. Indonesia government has cooperated with international parties to provide 
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protection to them, however division of works and lack of appropriate coordination has 
reduced this effectiveness. 
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To present paper ill /rOll t of the audiellce 
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3. Document, Photo, Paper Presented at the (3), 25 til IPSA World COllgress of 

Political Science organized by IntemationaI Polit icl.11 Science Association 

(IPSA) held from Ju ly 2 I to 25, 20 18 in Brisbane (Australia) 

IPSA.AISP 
25th World Congress of Political Science 
25e Congres mondlal de science polllique 
21-25/07 }201 B Brisbane Australia 
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Women Refugees and Asylum Seeker. 

2). Indonesian Position Towards Australia in Managing Refugees and Asylum Seekers: 

Transi t or Deterrence Count ry. 
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NETWORKING DEVELOPMENT 

With East Java Immigration: Guest Lecture and Community Outreach 

Seminar ami Guest leetllre at Ulla;,. willt topic: 

.. Pellgelo/aall Pellgllllgsi tli IlItioIW!)';a tlan Kelja.wlIIUl tlellgllll Pilwk 

l"teruWi;ollal" 
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Presenl al ion of Gll es l Lecture 
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Development of Networkin g: with : 

Komunitas Gender dalam HI 

Austnllia n Alumny 

Australian Governlll ent 

Theme of Meetings: : in lemational Workshop on Gender in International 

Relations, 22· 24 November 20 18, Butu, Malang, 

Paper presented: - < Kcrjasama Pcmcrintah Indonesia dan Australia dalam 

Penanganan Pcngungsi Wani la.'· 

AB STRACT ( 160 · 2 00 WORDS) 30 OCT 
DRAFT ( 20 00 WORDSJ 1 2 NOV 

ANNOUNC E M E NT AND INV IT AT I ON 16 NOV 
WORK S IIOP 22·24 NOV 

tDHUCI 'fAION, a AOA UI SMOL[II I -12 al l lU'll l S 
4 11011110 10.gIlAI L. CO ... 
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KO\tuNITi'tS EPISTEMIK ~GENDF.R OAU,!-IIIU8UNCAN INTER~,\SJ.ONAL· 

Rundown Amra Workshop Penulls."10 Buku "Gender dalam Hubungan 
Internas lonalt Perspektlflndoncsla dan Australia" 

Malang. 22·24 November 2018 

Tbursday,22 NO\'cmbcr 2018 
13.00 - 14.00 Rcgistrution &. Chcck in 
14.00 - 14.30 Opening by Auslnllinn Alumni Gnlnl SciH .. '11lC 

Deans of Faculty of Social and Politicnl Sciences 
Brawijaya University and AirianggD University 

14.30 - 1530 
15.30 - 16.00 
16.00 - 18.00 
18.00 - 19.00 

Introduction :md Discussion on technical m:tttCfS 

Coffee break 
Session I 
Dinner 

Fritlay.23 No\·tmbtr 1018 
08,)0 - 0930 Session 2 
09.30 - 10.00 Moming coffee 
10.00 - 11 .00 Session 3 
11.00 - 13.00 Lunch & Friday I)rnycr 
13.00 - 14.00 Scsi 4 
14.00 - 1S .00 Scsi 5 
15 .. 00 - 1530 Aflcmoon coffee 
15.30 - 16.30 Scsi 6 
16.30 - 18.00 Writing workshop 
18 .. 00 - 19.00 Dinner 
19.00 - 20.30 Rcview 

Saturday. 24 NO\'rmber 2018 
10.00 - 12.00 Community Outreach 
12.00 - .... To airportltrnin stalion 

Krtua Komunlln, 

sartika Soesllawat!. Ph.D. 
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IHHRHRTlOHRl WORKSHOP 

GENDER RND RElATIDNS: 
ISSUES IN RUSTRRUR RND INDONESIR 

De w,bll'f Su~'e Hotel, Botu·!as! ICMI, 22·24 Nowmber 2018 

Is hereby granted to 

Henny Rosalinda 
for the p.,tic:lpadon and contribution on 

IIIER!RIIORRl WORISHOP 
GElDER RIO IIITIRIRIiOIRl RElRIIOIS; 

[OIlTIMPORRRY ISSUES II RUSTRRUR RIO IIOOIESIR ., 
PRESENTER 
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FIELD TRIP 

I'hoto of Field trip at Detention Center at Baugil 

With [he Head of Bongil Detclltion Cellter/or Refugees 

Seeing the A/ghal/islall dealing with the Officials asking/or permit to scI/Ie 

ill AlIsfm/ia. 
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FGD and inteniew at Bangil detelltion Cellters 

In front of Brlllgil Detelllion Centers for Refilgees and Asyillm seekers 
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Field Trip :H Detention Center M:lkassar 

l WJ.T PEHJ.MPUHGAH PEHGUNGSI 

IDA 1 
"IOU ... "' ........ ,...-_..- ...,. ........ ............. 

111 F ont of Derellliol/ Center Makassar 

Interview with Marj all, A womell Refilgee Fom Afghallistall 
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Livillg cOllditioll at COmmUl/ifY !-Iousing/or Refugees af Makasar 

Afghan Refugee and its accommodation aI MakasarDe 
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Photo of Field trip at Western Australia (Perth) : demonstration of Refugees and 

asylum seeker at Hay St reet, Perth, Westem Australia 
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Indonesia - Australia Relationships 

DOES IT MATTER? 
4ustralia Indonesia Relationships: in Non Traditional Issues 

How is significance of the relationships? 

l.Beef: 
• Indonesia hOllvlly depend on Australian's moat Import. 
• Australia Is tho major supplier of Imported boef to Indonesia with 80 % of tho share market. 

• Indonesia Is tho largosllmportlng markets of Australia live beel cattle wi th 
taking 61 .4% of all Australia's boof cattle exports. 

• Aus tralian lannor depend on Indonesian consumers. 

2.Bean : Wheat 
• Indonesian Is fully reliant on wheat Imports to fulfill demand for whoat nour based food. 
• Australia holds Iho largost market share for wheat Importallon to Indonesia 

lit 60 porcontln value annually. 
• Indonesian Is Iho biggest marilo! for Australian wheal QKportS. 
- II hn accountod for 21 porcont of Australian whoat exports 

3. Boat: Refugees 
- Indonosla Is Iho 1051 Iransll country for rofugoos prior to Australia 
• Australia supports tndonos la In handling tho rofugoos slgnlflc:mUy. 
• Australia noods Indonesia to Implomenl its dotorrenco 
policy towards refugoes. 

'-----"-~==/ 
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